
Notes and Quotes 
 

Genesis 2:4-25 
 

Genesis 1:1 introduces Genesis 1; Genesis 2 introduces Genesis 3-11; (Genesis 2-11 introduces … the whole Bible?) 
Gen. 2 supplements story of creation in Gen. 1 by adding a 2nd story, rather than by interpreting it – as the 4 Gospels.  
 
 

Looking Back: Two Stories of Creation 
 

The first creation story focuses on heaven and earth, on the entire cosmos; 
  the second focuses on human beings in their terrestrial situation. 
In the first, the cosmos beginnings are watery and amorphous (1:2);  
  in the second, the earthly beginning is dry (2:5). 
The first story ends with humanity; 
  the second begins with humanity. 
In the first, the animals come first and humanity is to be their ruler; 
  in the second, the beasts come after, as humanity’s possible companions.   
In the first, humanity is to be the master of life on earth (1:28); 
  in the second, the servant of the earth (2:5,15). 
In the first, male and female are created together; 
  in the second, they are created sequentially, male first female second  

(or alternatively, the first human being is divided). 
In the first story, humanity – male and female - is made directly in the image of God (1:27); 
  in the second, the human one is made of earthly dust and divine breath (2:7) and becomes godlike  

only at the end – “now the man is become like one of us” (3:22) – and only in transgressing. 
In the first, things are said to be “good”;  
  in the second, there is a tree of knowledge of good and bad, nothing is said to be “good,”  

and one thing – the human one’s aloneness – is said (by the Lord God) to be “not good.” 
In the first, the name for God is ‘elohim (God), 
  in the second YHWH ‘elohim (the Lord God or Yahweh/Jevohah God).    
In the first, plants are given to living things for food (1:29-30); 
  in the second, the human one is to serve and keep the plants; the fruit trees are given for food (2:15-16). 
In the first, in need of encouragement, man is given a positive injunction, for procreation, dominion (1:28); 
  in the second, in need of restraint, the human one is given a negative commandment (2:17). 
In the first, God names and blesses (1:22, 28; 2:3); 
  in the second, the human one names, and later God curses but not the human one (3:14,17). 
In the first story, God’s first blessing concerns reproduction (1:28), and then food (1:29); both are positive. 

In the second story, food comes before sex and reproduction, and each is tinged with ambiguity and 
sorrow: there are, first, generous remarks about eating, but with one restriction (2:16-17), followed by the 
emergence of sexuality, first without shame (2:25), later with it (3:7); only later in the story (in the 
“punishment”) do we learn (for the first time) about childbirth, that it will be painful (3:16), and the truth 
about food, that it will come only with toil (3:18-19). 

In the first story, human freedom and reason appears to be our badge of distinction; 
   in the second story, human freedom and reason are potentially the source of our troubles. 

 
 

The story begun in Genesis One, ends in Genesis One; the story in Genesis Two continues directly into Genesis Three 
The last phrase of Genesis Two ‘… and they were not (yet) ashamed, anticipates that they will be.  

 
 
 
 



 
Looking Forward: The Story that Has Not Ended 

 
The primordial world follows the form of the prototypical human one: 
 everything is latent (seeds not plants are present; human potential present, not yet actual) 
 “to till” = to rule and regulate; and also = “to serve” – which is it? which will it be? 
  the same words are used of Levites/priests working in the Temple 
 made of dust and the breath of God;  

higher than the earth, but bound to it; ha’adam = “ground”; to it we return; also to God? 
  made from the earth but not alienated from it; made of God, but not alienated 
 simple, childlike, unexperienced, untroubled, content, self-conscious but not problematically; 

placed but not yet performing; in command but not yet commanding; 
 

The Two Trees: not necessarily for eating – a tree is independent, free standing, with obvious majesty but hidden roots 
Tree of Life = deathlessness at the center of the garden, no fear of death nor desire to eat of it … yet 
Tree of Good and Bad = knowledge of … leads to disruption of simple innocence 
 A knowledge of good and bad = that there are good/bad; a concern with/for g/b; an experience of g/b; 

humanity in an hospitable place, w/o needs; but “seeds”, a latency lurks;  
a freedom has been given, there is choice; choice implies judgment, desire, reason 
freedom to be/do (what?) and freedom from (what? who?); if you have everything what do you desire? 
a warning in the form of a command; a plea not a test 

        “Bad” = more than moral evil = pain, suffering, ugliness, disorder 
      Like the tree, humanity may become independent, free; obvious majesty, hidden roots… and forbidden 
To reach for the hidden fruit is already to have tasted it; desire = act (before eating, Eve sees the tree is good to eat) 
 
What has been prohibited but now has become actual is 
 Autonomous knowledge (God already knew these things) of how to live,  

found nearby (in a garden), 
visible (they “saw” it),  
based on experience (eating), 
chosen in freedom (they were able to reach), 
selected by reason (this is the beginning of human thinking). 

 This is choosing for oneself, apart from God; according to the Bible this is the bane of humanity 
It is choosing against God’s choices - It is reason versus revelation 

 
Speech 

God creates by speech; finally the human one speaks, but not to God, not to her; to whom? 
The first words about God will be from the serpent; about God, not to God; none to God until after… 
ha’adam is silent until he names the animals, thus creating a second world atop the divinely created world 
 the appearance of animals elicits naming [God and dog] 
Differentiates one thing from another; also differentiates one’s self from all others 
 Does naming differences order and thus cohere things, or divide and alienate things? 

Man and Woman 
The appearance of the woman elicits poetry; but he does not speak to her…hummmm 
Ha’adam does not name the other, yet; he calls her ‘the other’ ‘from me, but not me’ -“ish” and “ishish” 
 Division = Difference; Will difference = division? 

 She is a counterpart, an opposite, a complement, an equal but not the same 
  [a Malankara Orthodox Church wedding = ‘Adam and Eve’] 
  
This is a story not only of what happened once, but of what happens. Do you see this happening? 
 
 
 



Reflection Questions - Genesis Two 
 
1. Ah… Paradise. What in this description of the Garden of Eden most attracts you? 

What in our world, present in Eden but now lost, do you ‘miss’ the most? What still 

lingers of the Eden? 

2. (Much on this next week, but) how would you describe the relationship of Eve and 

Adam as first created?  

3. What is the relationship of the human one(s) to God?  

4. What is the relationship of the human one(s) to creation – the animals and the 

ground? 

5. The final verse says there was no ‘shame’ in their ‘nakedness’, thus foreboding that 

such a thing is possible (maybe even certain) and that ‘nakedness’ can, in other 

circumstances produce shame. Among other things (usually sexual/moral/personal) 

this has been read to mean the loss of innocence often thought of as experience). 

Can we ever get innocence back after we are experienced? 

6. When the human one was created it was not said ‘it was good’ – ‘good’ meaning 

complete, perfected, a perfect fit for its mission. What is lacking? God said ‘it is not 

good for the human one to be alone’? The division of the human one into a man and 

a woman presumably solves that need. But are the human ones now complete - 

‘good’? 

  



Notes and Quotes 
 

Genesis 1 – 2:3 
 

The letter ‘bet’  is first, not ‘aleph’. Midrash notes this.  
Its shape closed on top and bottom and at the right end (Hebrew reads right to left), 

  but is wide open on the left, the direction of what will be.  
We are blocked from seeing any of what lies above, below or before this announced beginning. 
So we read with humility – ‘we cannot know what we do not know’  Augustine. 
And we read with confidence – this is divine self-revelation. 

 
An alternative account to all the ancient near eastern myths. 
 “The controversial note is heard indirectly, as it were, through deliberate, quiet utterances of Scripture,  

      which set the opposing views at naught by silence or by subtle hint.”      Umberto Cassuto 
 Genesis does not polemicize but simply narrates. 

     Example: The critique of the sun. The sun as god was universal especially in Egypt and Babylonia. 
Not first, or even early (day 4). After day/night and evening/morning (day 1); after vegetation (day 3). 
Created to rule over the day (and the moon over the night), but … not over us. 
Light before sun in the Bible’s first chapter; Light after sun in the Bible’s last chapter. 

     Not a history of the gods (or of God). God is unintroduced. Needs none. Himself speaks; His own story.  
     Creates by speech/command ‘Let there be’, ‘Let the earth bring forth’, and less by action. 
     No begetting by generation, or making of one thing from another (until humanity). 
Not so much the Story of Creation as the beginnings of the Story of the Creator 
 
‘In the beginning, when God began to create… Now, the earth was…’  

= creation of things from no-thing (ex nihilo)? Colossians 1:16-17; Hebrews 11:3 
= creation of purpose and order for all things? ‘God set the stars in their place’ 

Genesis less concerned with matter than we are, but clear that matter is not eternal. 
‘The God of Creation is the guarantee of order, the repudiation of Accident or Chance’ H. C. Brichto 
 
Creation of light is the creation of daylight thus the creation of time. Light = Time; only Einstein gets this. 
 
Creation by division, demarcation:  
     Intelligible hierarchy; evolution will not give values, creation admits it; “higher/lower”; Darwin avoids. 
     Chaos, tohu vavohu, = unformed, undifferentiated; neither mass nor energy; no substance, no activity. 
          Either lack place (light), or have place; 
          Either lack definite space, needing to be filled (heavens, sea, earth), or have definite place, filling a place; 
          Either lack local motion (plants), or have local motion; 
          Either lack life (sun, moon, stars), or have life; 
          Either non-terrestrial (fish, birds), or terrestrial; 
          Either not in God’s image (land animals), or in God’s image (humanity).   
This is Plato’s diaresis and Aristotle’s logic. 
 
Creation by addition: 
 Day 1 = Day 4         
 Day 2 = Day 5 
 Day 3 = Day 6     
Creation of kingdoms (days 1-3), then kings (4-6). 
 
Double acts of creation on Day 3 – land and plants - and Day 6 – animals and humans. 
  
 



 
‘Let us make …’ ‘us’ is the plural of fullness – not obligated grammar, the heavenly court, the doctrine of the Trinity 
 
Humanity: “ha a’dam” = the human one; not a man’s’ name. 
 The highest, but the only created thing not called “good”. But, when done, it is “all very good”. 
  Good = perfected, complete. But humanity is not yet what it will one day will be. 

Humanity is pre-destined but not at its destination. 
Jesus, sinless, yet learns by obedience, suffering - Hebrews 

 Image = “cut-off, chiseled” = a statute representing the thing; not the thing, in place of the thing. 
 How is humanity like God? Answer: First we need to know what God is (like). 
  God speaks, commands, names, blesses, and hallows; 
  God makes and makes freely; 
  God looks and beholds the world; 
  God is concerned with goodness or perfection of things; 
  God addresses solicitously other living creatures and provides for their substance. 
      God exercises speech and reason, freedom in doing and making, powers of contemplation, judgement, care.  
 
Three relationships for the Human One –  
 God above – worship; Humans beside – fellowship; animals below – stewardship 
 Stewardship emphasized first. Humanity takes on the divine and divinely given task of caring for creation. 
 
Humanity was made on a Friday afternoon; Detroit cars made on Friday are to be avoided. 
Humanity is ‘blessed’ = favored and thus provided for = food and all that is necessary for food. 
 Pagan gods needed humanity to feed them – the story of Persephone. 
Humanity is central to the text and climactic to this chapter, but not to the cosmos. 
 The cosmos is God’s Temple. God built it for himself; heaven = throne, earth = footstool. God resides here. 
 
 
Sabbath = ‘cease’; more clear on what not to do than do. Be creative.  
Sabbath is a perpetual memorial to creation = time to gain and solidify wisdom and perhaps worship 
 So ... awe, reverence, wonder, sense of place, and pride of place, and humility of place 
 Only humanity with heart uplifted can also bow the head. 
‘The Sabbath keeps us better than we keep the Sabbath’. Elie Wiesel  
Sabbath is the final division – ‘holy’ = set apart for special purpose. 
 All things have their purpose/function. The Sabbath’s is different than all other things. 
 ANE had 7 day weeks but tied to the moon; Israel’s Sabbath is tied to God. 
 
Three blessings in Genesis 1: (1) fish/fowl ‘be fruitful’; (2) humanity – ‘be fruitful and rule’;  

(3) Sabbath – unknown (fruit?), only a report ‘that’ not ‘what’ – we cannot know. 
 
 
‘The whole point of Scripture is to bring us to a knowledge of Jesus Christ – and having come to know him (and all this 
implies), we should come to a halt and not expect to learn more. Scripture provides us with spectacles through which we 
may view the world as God’s creation and self-expression: it does not, and was not intended, to provide us with an 
infallible repository of astronomical and medical information. The natural sciences are thus effectively emancipated from 
the theological restrictions.’ Calvin 1534. 



Reflection Questions - Genesis One 
 

1. This story of creation is a critique of other Ancient Near Eastern creation narratives/beliefs. 

For example: though Egypt and Babylon worshipped the sun, the sun arrives late (day 4),  
    is itself created, is limited in what it rules (the day only, not the night, not humanity). 

Genesis One is still a critique of all alternative narratives/beliefs/values. 

What are the current competitors to this story? 

How are they critiqued by Genesis? 

 
2. The Human One was created for God above, worship; humans beside, fellowship; creation 

below, stewardship.  

a. Imagine humanity is on these three tasks. Describe the world. Describe your life. 

b. How is humanity doing? In each of the three relationships. 

c. Propose, for the whole of humanity, one corrective remedy for each of the three 

relationships/commissions. Any confidence of success?  

 
3. ‘The Heavens declare the glory of God’ says the Psalmist. 

When and Where do you hear this most clearly? 

 

4. We were created in the image of God, says Genesis. 

We are being conformed to the image of the Son, says the Apostle. 

What of God’s image in you is being restored? 

To what of the Son’s image are you being conformed? 

 What of God and his Son do you most want to image? 

  
 


